
Zionist Conferences and Summary of the Elders of Zion
Jewish leaders held twenty-three conferences from 1897 to
1951, the last of which was the conference that was held in
Jerusalem for the first time on August 14 of that year,
ostensibly to discuss the issue of immigration to Israel and its
borders, as Al-Zaman newspaper reported (7/28/1951).
The purpose of all these conferences was to study the plans that
would lead to the establishment of the global Kingdom of Zion.

Their first conference was in the city of Basel, Switzerland, in
the year 1897, under the leadership of their leader, Herzl. About
300 of the most powerful elders of Zion, representing fifty
Jewish associations, gathered in it. They decided at the
conference their secret plan to enslave the entire world under
the crown of a king descended from David, and their decisions in
it were secret. It is surrounded by the strictest types of
secrecy and reservation, except from its owners among the
people.

During her meeting with one of the most senior leaders in one of
their secret Masonic dens in France, a French woman was able to
embezzle some of these documents and then publish them.

Their motto: “All means of violence and deception are available.
The end justifies the means.”



Among their most prominent plans:
● Destroying tsarism in Russia, spreading communism in it,

ruling it with brutal tyranny, and making it a center for
spreading conspiracies and unrest in the world.

● Working to overthrow the Ottoman Islamic Caliphate at the
hands of the Jews before establishing their state of Israel.

● Working for the return of the Jews to Palestine and the
establishment of the State of Israel there.

● Working on the fall of monarchies in Europe, such as
Germany, Austria, Romania, Spain, and Italy.

● Provoking world wars for the first time in history, in which
both the victor and the vanquished lose, and only the Jews
win the spoils. Two wars broke out, and the Jews are now
preparing the conditions for a third war to break out.

● Working to spread strife, unrest, and economic crises
internationally, and build the economy on the basis of gold,
which is monopolized by the Jews.

● Working to control governance, education, the press and the
media.



● Destroy religion and control trade.

● Working to spread bribery and corruption throughout
societies, spreading religious, tribal, and sectarian fanaticism.

● Sowing hostilities between countries and their neighbors so
that their ranks are not united..

● Stripping people of weapons to extinguish the courage and
chivalry in their hearts.

● Working to absorb the natural wealth of countries and
impose control over industry and trade.

● Working to destroy morals, spread agents, and gradually
change the morals of nations.

● Paraphrasing the Masonic motto (Liberty, Equality, and
Fraternity).

● Showing the Jews in the world as persecuted.

● Harnessing all non-Jewish soldiers of Freemasonry to serve
them in destroying ideal ideas.

● Reject peace with any country that does not recognize their
supreme government.



● Working to destroy the dignity of the clergy in the eyes of
the people.

● Destroying all values   and morals in societies and
spreading prostitution, deviance and nudity.

Allah said: ﴾The Jews said, “Allah’s hand is fettered.” Fettered are
their own hands, and cursed are they for what they said. In fact, His
hands are outspread. He spends as He wills. What has been sent down
to you from your Lord shall certainly increase many of them in
rebellion and disbelief. We have put enmity and hatred amongst them
lasting to the Day of Doom. Whenever they lit the flame of war, Allah
puts it out. They run about on the earth spreading mischief, and Allah
does not like the mischief-makers.﴿ [Surah Al-Mâ'idah: 64]


